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ABSTRACT 
The concept of a uniformly linearly independent sequence, due to R. M. Elkin, is 
a useful notion. Convergence theory of iterative processes for solving nonlinear 
equations or optimization problems in R” is an example of a discipline which has 
benefited from the use of this notion. The purpose of this paper is to present some 
properties of a uniformly linearly independent sequence of subspaces of R”. The 
properties derived were motivated by convergence results of Elkin for “block 
univariate relaxation”methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the concept of uniform linear independence. This 
concept arises in a number of numerical analysis problems-for example 
unconstrained optimization and nonlinear simultaneous equations. 
Investigation of some properties of this concept of a uniformly linearly 
independent sequence of vectors can be traced back to Elkin [l, p. 431, who 
is concerned with convergence theorems for iterative minimization algo- 
rithms and in particular for the Gauss-Seidel minimization algorithm. Ortega 
and Rheinboldt [2, pp. 514-5161 summarize the few known results for 
minimization algorithms based on uniformly linearly independent sequences. 
Powell [3], Danilin and Pshenichnyi [4], Zangwill [5], Sargent and Sebastian 
[6] and Schwetlick [7] also consider uniformly linearly independent 
sequences of search directions. More recently, various equivalent conditions 
of the concept of uniform linear independence for vectors have been used by 
More and Trangenstein [8, pp. 533-538] to present simple proofs of the 
asymptotic behavior of the matrices generated by Broyden’s [9] 1965 method 
for solving nonlinear equations. 
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The purpose of this paper is to present some new results about the 
concept of uniform linear independence for subspaces of IV’. The properties 
derived were motivated by convergence results of Elkin [l, pp. 107-1091 for 
block methods. 
An outline of our paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we recall briefly the 
general definition of uniform linear independence. We also give there some 
examples. The role played by a uniformly linearly independent sequence of 
subspaces in convergence problems is discussed in Sec. 3. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a sequence of subspaces to be uniformly linearly 
independent are given in Sec. 4. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
We use (x, y) to denote the usual inner product x’y in R” (the 
n-dimensional real Euclidean space), and 1) .)I to denote the 1, vector norm or 
the corresponding operator norm in the linear space of all real matrices of 
order n. Also, if E is a nonempty subset of IX”, we denote its distance 
function by 
d(x,E)=inf{l]x-y]]:yEE,}. 
As our point of departure, we take a definition that Elkin [l, p. 101 used 
in the study of block methods for solving unconstrained optimization prob- 
lems. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let {HP : p =0,1,2, * * * } be a sequence of subspaces of 
R”, and Pp be the orthogonal projection of R” onto Hp. The sequence {H,} is 
uniformly linearly ieendent if there exist integers m > 1, p. > 0 and a 
constant c > 0 such that, for each p’ > p,,, 
(I) 
for all rER”. 
Obviously, this definition is an extension of the concept of a uniformly 
linearly independent sequence of vectors in R”, defined as follows (see Elkin 
[l, p. 431 or Ortega and Ftheinboldt [2, p. 5141). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A sequence of vectors {u,} CR”, with ]]u,]] = 1, is 
uniformly linearly idependent if there exist integers m >n, p, > 0 and a 
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constant c > 0 such that, for each p’ > p,, 
max{ I(x,u,,+J] :i= 1; +. ,m} >c[lrll 
for all x E R”. 
At this point we have one remark to make. As pointed out to the authors 
by Professor Noel Gastinel [ 111, th ere are alternative formulations of the 
uniform linear independence which are potentially more simple. Indeed, 
with the above notation, 
is a seminorm in R”, and 
% ~:xhCfmax{$+i(x):i=l,...,m} 
is also a seminorm for each p and each m. To say {HP} is a uniformly linearly 
independent sequence of subspaces (Definition 2.1) amounts to the following 
statement (expressed in terms of the theory of norms and seminerms in R”): 
There exist integers p. > 0 and m > 1 such that the seminorms $,, are, for 
p >po, actually tunms in R” that are unifnndy equivalent to the Euclidean 
norm. That is, there exist positive constants c and c’ such that 
c < %v+) (& 
Ml (2) 
for all x#O. [Note that the second inequality in (2) is always satisfied, 
because ]]Pp]] < 1 for all p.] 
The prototype uniformly linearly independent sequence is given by the 
following example, due to Elkin [l, p. 107. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. If the sequence {HP} is generated by the cyclic repeti- 
tion of a fixed set of k subspaces satisfying 
(Iw” is the direct sum of H,, . . . , HJ, then it is easily seen to be uniformly 
linearly independent. 
With this example and thanks to the following result, we can generate 
various uniformly linearly independent sequences of subspaces. 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let {HP} be a uniformly linearly independent 
sequence of subs-paces of R”. Zf { Z$,} is another sequence of subspaces of R” 
such that, for each p, HP c I$,, then {K,,} is also uniformly linearly indepen- 
dent. 
The proof is easy and is omitted. 
Now let {up} be a sequence of unit vectors in Iw”. For each p and each 
integer q > 1, we use HP” to denote the vector subspace spanned by 
@,+n*. . ‘fJp+q }. Then, as an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4, we 
obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.5. {up} is unifomly linearly ifdependent if and only if 
the sequence {HJ:p=O,1,2;~.} is uniformly linearly inukpendent for all 
q* 
This result also allows us to generate various uniformly linearly indepen- 
dent sequences of subspaces. 
It should be noted that the assumption “for all q” in Corollary 2.5 cannot 
be replaced by “for some fixed integer q > 2.” (For q = 1, the statement is 
trivially true.) To see this, consider the sequence {up} in Iw2 defined by 
usp = (I/\lp2+1)( P, 1) and u2 + 1 - 
K 
- (IO). Then this sequence is not uni- 
formly linearly independent, w ereas the sequence {H;} is uniformly lin- 
early independent because each Hi coincides with [w2. 
3. UNIFORM LINEAR INDEPENDENCE AND CONVERGENCE 
Let f be a continuously differentiable function from Iw” into Iw. Consider 
the problem of finding an element x* of Iw” which minimizes f over W. 
Many algorithms addressed to this problem operate iteratively to generate a 
sequence of points { xp} c Iw”, where, hopefully, each limit point of { $} in 
R” is a local minimizer of f over Iw”. To proceed from xr, to x,+i a search 
direction sp and a steplength $, are frequently generated, and xp + i is often 
taken to be xp ++,s~. As Ortega and Rheinboldt [2, p. 4781 point out, EIkin 
[I, pp. 36-37, 1061 recognized the independence of the convergence roles 
played by the steplength sequence and search direction sequence in uncon- 
strained optimization methods. One obvious advantage of separating the 
analysis of stepsize and direction is that any suitable stepsize may then be 
combined with a suitable direction. 
In the case of a block method the search direction is computed in two 
stages. First we select a subspace (or block) HP, then a direction sp E HP. 
Now let K be a compact set in W, and suppose that {x,} c K is such that 
lim Vf(x,) =0 
p-00 
(3) 
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where Of denotes the gradient of f. Then, by continuity, the limit of any 
convergent subsequence of {x,} must be a critical point off, and hence, by 
compactness of K, there exists at least one critical point off which is a limit 
point of { xr,}. In particular, if f is known to have at most one critical point in 
K, then we have 
lim xp=x* 
p-00 
and Vf(x*) =O. 
(For more general results, see Ostrowski [12], Ortega and Bheinboldt [2, pp. 
475-4771, Cea [13] and Daniel [14].) Th ese convergence observations help to 
motivate the following proposition, which provides sufficient conditions to 
guarantee (3). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let {up} be a sequence of vectors in UT, and suppose 
that {H,} is a uniformly linearly k&p&t sequence of subspaces of ET’. 
If II up - u,+,ll+O and II~,&Jll+O as P -00, then {up} converges to zero as 
p+CQ. 
Proof. Let us observe that, in the notation of the remark following 
Definition 2.2, it is sufficient to show that {&,,(u,)} converges to zero as 
p+m, where m is the integer of (2) or (1). 
Let E > 0 be given. By assumption, we can find an integer $i > 0 such that 
forp>pandi=l;.*,m. Hence 
$,mbp) GE for p>jT. 
Since E was arbitrary, the proposition is proved. n 
Let us consider the two sequences {HP : p = 0,1,2, * * - } and {up :p = 
0,1,2; * * } of subspaces and vectors of R2 defined in the foIlowing manner: 
H2p Ws, + 11 is the subspace spanned by the vector (1,O) [(0, l)], 
%,=wP+w and %p+l =(l,l/(p+2)) for all p>O. Then {H,,} is 
uniformly linearly independent (see Example 2.3), and the sequence { P,(u,)} 
={1,~,~,~~;~~}convergestozero.However,asp~w,{~~}hasnolimit, 
because u++(O. 1) and uZp + i +(l,O). This does not contradict Proposition 
3.1, because ]]u,, - u,+i]] does not tend to zero. 
In the light of the above example it is impossible to drop the assumption 
that ]]u,- up+i]]+O in Proposition 3.1. 
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Returning to the above discussion of unconstrained optimization, we 
recall that (3) is one of the key facts of a general convergence theory for 
iterative minimization algorithms. So the question arises: can Proposition 3.1 
be used to prove (3)? The answer to this is immediate. Indeed, if {H,} is 
uniformly linearly independent, then it suffices to show that I] P,(Vf(x&)]]-+O 
and ]I Vf( 3cp) - Vf(s+ J IJ+O. This latter condition is satisfied, for instance, 
when {x,}cK and 11x,-x,+i ]I -+O. Thus, Proposition 3.1 can be regarded as 
an extension of basic results for uniformly linearly independent sequences, 
contained in EIkin [l, Theorems 2.4.1, 5.2.1, pp. 43, 101 and Ortega and 
Rheinboldt [2, p. 5141. This is one of the reasons why algorithms which 
produce uniformly linearly independent sequences are of particular interest 
to us. 
This section closes with a converse to Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let {H,} be a sequence of subs-paces of US”, and 
suppose that each sequence of vectors {u,,} in W” tends to zero whenever 
{P&u,)}+0 as p-co. Then {H,} is uniformly linearly inde-pendent. 
Proof. Assume that {HJ is not uniformly linearly independent. Then 
[see (2) or (l)], for all pO>O, all m> 1 and all c>O, there exist p’>p, and 
~EIW” such that, for i=l;..,m, 
On the other hand, we may assume without loss of generality that ]I xl] = 1. 
To get a contradiction, let us fix m= 1 and construct a sequence of 
vectors { yp} in I?’ not converging to zero such that {$( y,)}-+O. For this 
purpose, take c = 1 and p, = 0. It then fohows that there exist an integer 
p1>O and an element xlER”, Ilx,ll=l, such that 
Next, take c = i and p0 = p, + 1. Then we can find an integer p, >p, and an 
element x, E IR”, ]]xs]] = 1, such that 
If we continue in this way, we see that we obtain two sequences: a strictly 
increasing sequence of natural numbers { pk : k = 1,2,3, * - * } and a sequence 
of unit vectors {x, : k = 1,2,3, - - . } in R” such that, for all k, 
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We then define the (desired) sequence {up} as follows: 
if there exists k such that p = pk, 
otherwise. 
Using this construction, we see that 
if there exists k such that p = pk, 
otherwise. 
(5) 
It then follows from (4) and (5) that $,( y,)+O as p-+c~. 
On the other hand, since to each p there corresponds an integer p’ >p 
such that II yPrll = 1, { yJ d oes not converge to zero. But this contradicts the 
hypothesis of the proposition, so the sequence {H,} must in fact be uni- 
formly linearly independent. w 
4. SOME EQUIVALENT CONDITIONS FOR UNIFORM LINEAR 
INDEPENDENCE 
In this section we present a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a sequence of subspaces to be uniformly linearly independent. To facilitate 
concise statements of the theorem, we introduce the following notation. 
Let {H,} be a sequence of subspaces of Iw”. We denote, for each p, the 
dimension of HP by dp, an orthonormal basis of HP by B ={bL:j=l,...,d,} 
P and the dP by dp matrix whose columns are the vectors bP by MP. We use I to 
denote the identity matrix, and A + the generalized inverse A *(AA *) - ’ of an 
n by d matrix A of rank n (see Ben-Israel and Greville [15] for details on 
generalized inverses). 
Our main theorem is as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. The following five conditions are equivalent to each 
other: 
(i) {HP} is uniformly linearly ino!ep&t; 
(ii) there exist integers m > 1, p, > 0 and a constant y > 0 such that for all 
p >po, all BP+l,* * ’ J$+,,, Cm Mh mwrmul bases of m consecutive subs-paces 
H p+l,’ * * ,Hp+,J and all XER”, 
max{~(r,b~+j)~:i=l,~-~,m; j=l,..*,dp+i} >yjlr]l; 
(iii) there exist integers m > 1 and p, > 0 such that fw each e^ in IO, l[, 
thereisacottstantain]O,1[suchthutf~allp>p,,,allBp+l,~~~,Bp+mand 
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all ei satisfying lei-ll <e (i=p+l; *. ,p+m), 
I/ 
P+m 
II [ z-eiMiMi’] <a; 
i=p+l II 
(iv) there exist integers m > 1, p0 > 0 and a constant y > 0 such that for 
all p >po, all Bp+l,*. . ‘BP+,,, and all XE R” with unit norm, there are 
coefficientsq/(z) (i=p+l;..,p+m; j=l;--,di) such that 
i=p+l /=I 
(v) there exist integers m > 1, p,, > 0 and a constant y > 0 such that, for 
all p>po and all Bpql;. . ,Bp+,, the matrix %,,, is of fdl rank and 
Ilf$&II < pL, whew Ap,, is the n by d=2ya1 dp+i matrix defined by 
A P.m = M,+r,-. * ‘~p+m]. [ 
Proof. (i)*(ii): L t e m and p, be as in Definition 2.1 of uniform linear 
independence. Let p >p,,, and consider a nonzero vector x in R” and m 
orthonormal bases of m consecutive subspaces HP+ 1, * * . , Hp+m. We claim 
that there exists a constant y1 >0 such that, for i = 1, ’ * - ,m, 
ma{ I(x,bJ+JJ :i=L*. . ,dp+i} 2 YlllPp+i(x)ll* (6) 
To show this, fix i. Since P,,, is a projection, we have 
Pp+i(x) 
IIpp+i(x)ll= (” IIpp+i(x)Il ’ . (7) 
On the other hand, since the projection of a unit vector on each basis vector 
of BP+, is less than or equal to 1, we see that Pp+i(x)/~~Pp+i(x)~~ can be 
written as 
with 
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It then follows from (7) and (8) that (6) holds with y1 = l/n. But this gives 
that (ii) is true by virtue of (1) in Definition 2.1 of uniform linear indepen- 
dence. 
(ii)*(E): Let p,Z$+r;~. ,Bp+,,,, I 0. be defined as in condition (iii) and 
satisfy the hypotheses therein. Then, we claim that 
II 
P+m 
II [z-ejMiMi’] < 1. 
i=p+l I/ 
(9) 
To show this notice that 
I- eiA4J4, = ,il [z-e,l&q 
since B, is an orthonormal basis. On application of Lemma 5.2 of More and 
Trangenstein [8, p. 5341 to the set {b/:i=p+l;*.,p+m; j=l;**,di}, it 
follows that (9) is true, {b/} spanning R” by hypothesis (ii). 
Now suppose that (iii) is false. Then, using (9), there exists a subsequence 
of natural numbers { pk} such that 
+ II 
Pk+m 
pm, fl [ z-@4Jq] = 1. 
i=pk+l /I 
As the dimension of each subspace Hp. +l (I = 1, - . . , m) varies with k, each 
basis Bm + l can be completed by adding n - d, + l zero vectors. To be precise, 
we define, for each k and each 1, 
so that 
Pk+m 
i=pk+l i=pk+l;..,pk+m 
[I- t?,a,“a,Q’] . 
II 
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A compactness argument now shows that there exists a subsequence of { pk} 
(without loss of generality we assume that it is { pk}) such that, for each I 
and each 9=1;.* ,a, the sequences {a$+~:k=0,1,2;~~} and {6n+l:k= 
0,1,2;**} converge. Let ~~9 and 0, be the values to which they converge. 
Then, we have 
/I J! ,,,[W~lwT Ill =L y=i,. .‘,n 
and as a consequence, by Lemma 5.2 of More and Trangenstein [S, p. 5341, 
the vectors {u~:q=l;*~,n; Z=l;~~,m} do not span R”. 
On the other hand, by hypothesis (ii), we have, for all x E R”, I/ XII = 1, 
and all k, 
max{l(x,u~+l)l:9=1,...,n; Z=l;.*,m} >y. 
When k+oo. we obtain 
max{l(x,u~)l:9=l;..,n; Z=l;..,m}>y. 
It then follows that the vectors {up} span R”. This is a contradiction 
consequent upon the assumption that (iii) is fake. Thus (iii) is true. 
(iii)*(iv): Let i=O, and put Rr,=@~~,[I-MiM~]. Let XER”, l]x]l =l, 
be given. Define the following vectors: 
zi+i = (I-M,M,‘)z,, i = p+1;**,p+m, 
z,+~ such that (I-Rp)~p+l = x. 
P+m 
X= zp +l-~p+m+l= 2 MiMiTzi 
i=p+l 
because Bi is an orthonormal basis for each i. 
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On the other hand, since 
we have, using hypothesis (iii), 
It then follows that (iv) holds with q/(x)=(b/,zi) and y ~(1 -a)-‘. 
(iv)=+(v): It follows immediately from hypothesis (iv) that %,m has full 
rank. On the other hand, let x E R”, 11 x/I = 1, be given. Then x = 4,, y, 
where 
Therefore we have 
IlAptnPll f II !/II < (4”2Y. 
So I&--,JI < (n~Q”~y. Thus, (v) holds with j~=((nm)“~. 
(v)*(i): Let m > 1, pa > 0 be two given integers. Let us take an element 
;E R”, II4 = 1, and an integer p >p,,, and construct m orthonormal bases 
. . . ,B + of m consecutive subspaces HP+ 1, -* * , HP+, in the following 
f&hion: if 4,;~) = 0, then B p + i is an arbitrary orthonormal basis of HP + i; if 
pp+i(r)+O, then B,+i is an orthonormal basis of HP+ i whose first column 
hj+i is ‘p+i(x)lll’p+i(x)ll. Let Ap,, be the corresponding matrix. Since it is 
of full rank, we have 
Hence, using hypothesis (v), 
That is, 
max{ I(x,b,l’+Jl :i= 1; . . ,m; j= 1;. . ,dp+i} ) (nm)-“2p-1. (10) 
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Observe then that if P, +Jx) = 0, we have 
(x,bj+i)=O for i=l; . . ,L$+~, 
and that if P,+,(x)#O and b~+,#P,+,(x)/llP,+,(~)l(, we have 
So (10) can be rewritten as 
max{ I(x,b,‘+i)l :i= 1;. . ,m} > (nm)-“2p-1. (11) 
Since j(x,bi+i)j= IIPp+i(x)II, it f 11 o ows from (11) that (i) holds with c = 
(nm) - ‘i2p - ’ (c is the constant in Definition 2.1 of uniform linear indepen- 
dence). n 
Theorem 4.1 is an extension of Thoerem 5.3 of More and Trangenstein 
[8, p. 5341 to the case of subspaces. As noted before, condition (i) is due to 
Elkin [l, p. 1071. Conditions (ii)-( v seem to be new; condition (ii) allows us ) 
to characterize a uniformly linearly independent sequence of subspaces via 
basis vectors. Conditions (in) and (iv) are analogous to those used by Powell 
[16, 171 in a hybrid strategy for unconstrained minimization and nonlinear 
equations. Condition (v) is analogous to condition (d) of Theorem 5.3 of 
More and Trangenstein [8, p. 5341. 
The authors are inakbted to Professor Nod Gastinel (Grenoble) fw the 
critical reading of the manuscript. In particular a suggestion of his led to the 
elegant formulation of the unifkn linear independence and to the simplified 
proofs of Propositions 2.4 and 3.1 that appear in this paper. 
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